
 

 

 

 

Improvement of the FoRS websites and forum.fors functions and design 
 

Final report 
 
 
1. Introduction: 
Aim: To improve the standard of information sharing and promotion of FoRS activities and 
development issues provided by FoRS to its members and to the general public.  
Background: FoRS platform is running two websites – www.fors.cz and 
www.ceskapomoc.cz. The first one presents all the activities and topics related to FoRS, the 
second one is addressing the wider public and provides information on the activities and 
geographical focus of the FoRS members. It also presents the Code of effectiveness of 
FoRS and the results of the self-evaluations as a pilot process of implementing the Istanbul 
Principles on development effectiveness within EU-12 NGOs. At the end of 2011, both 
websites were re-designed and linked to a content management system that was developed 
in order to centralize editing for both websites in one place. In May 2011, a new internal 
communication forum.fors for all members was launched based on phpBB open source and 
brought a new way of sharing information within FoRS. 
Problem: The initial budget for this ambitious remake turned to be underestimated and a 
challenge to deliver a high-quality product. Up until today, both websites suffer from 
deficiencies in both design and functions. The forum.fors is not really user- or administrator- 
friendly and many FoRS members have been having a hard time using it. We are ending up 
recognising that our members lack much information, as they do not go and look for them in 
forum.fors. Technically, it was created by a FoRS intern, so it is not easily maintained without 
ensuring extra funds for a permanent administrator.  
Proposed solution: To hire a professional/s who would review the technical and functional 
setting of the websites and propose a realistic solution for making them more user- and 
visitor- friendly. If necessary, to create entirely new websites and forum.fors, using free or 
inexpensive templates, if this turns out to be a more effective and functional solution.  
Role of FoRS members: Contribution by their experience in using communication and 
website tools; raising request towards website and forum.fors functions and look. 
Outcome: Improved quality of the way FoRS shares information and presents FoRS 
platform and the key topics outside; FoRS members are well informed on happening in FoRS 
and in development as such; FoRS has functioning and user friendly communication 
systems. 
 
2. Implementation 
 
FoRS secretariat was in charge of the overall coordination of this activity. It discussed the 
possibilities for improvement of the websites’ functioning and structure with the two member 
organisations that were more experienced in public presentation and new technologies 
(NaZemi and SIRIRI). Finally, an external sub-contractor – Mr. Jan Böhm – was hired to 
carry out all the work. There were several meetings with the FoRS secretariat to agree on the 
particular details of the possible solution, mainly:  

1) Revision of the current websites setting (management system, coding, functions) 
2) Desired functions of the websites (related to different target groups) 
3) Design and layout 
4) Structures and texts 
5) Visibility 



 

 

 

 

6) Use of the new technologies, responsiveness to other formats, linking with the social 
networks 

 
In the end, it was agreed that the websites need to be completely created from the very 
ground and that the current coding cannot be used as a base. We agreed to adopt the 
templates and management system available through WordPress and Nexus. The following 
templates were selected: 
For website www.fors.cz - http://themeforest.net/item/nexus-responsive-business-wordpress-
theme/full_screen_preview/2572585  
For website www.ceskapomoc.cz - http://themes.themolitor.com/wpnavigator/ 
 
On the contrary, forum.fors as such was left in the same programme and outside of the new 
website. It was agreed than few components will be added to the current coding in phpBB 
open source to eliminate the problems with its functioning. A new awareness on how to use 
forum.fors will be done among the FoRS members.  
 
The external sub-contractor prepared detailed calculations on each and every task to be 
done on each of the websites. He arranged the design, proposed a new structure and did all 
the loading of texts (he also wrote some of them) and launch at the FoRS webhosting. 
 
However, the forum.fors will be a subject of a next work, since the tight schedule did not 
allowed its proper finishing and it was agreed that the re-make of the website is the top 
priority. Therefore, the work related to update of forum.fors.cz is not a subject of this contract 
and re-invoicing to TRIALOG. 
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